CSU IT Core Planning Team (CPT)
Work Session II
February 15, 2022

1:00 Introduction
1:30 Strengths and Opportunities
2:15 Overlap to Leverage
2:30 BREAK
2:45 Aspirations and Results
3:30 Strategic Initiative Possibilities
3:55 Closing—Next Steps & Takeaways
4:00 Meeting Ends
Plus

The engagement
So many people from so many areas
The input they offered
The amount of ideas (and what Emma did with them afterward)

Checked in with a CPT. History of Central IT of not always doing what we said we would
CST—Even though had lots of focus groups, rumor that they didn’t listen
Did we fulfill and live it? At least and now.
They said it was energizing and productive.

Delta
Things that are missing that didn’t come up: Emma, me or CPT to incorporate
  • E.g., DEI workshop on Monday—fantastic. Don’t see DEI in our stuff. Perspective was
    from admin perspective to have the data they need. Wasn’t diversity driven.
  • Developing the right skill set for our future, and career paths.

Can we have the conversation at the next meeting? Where can CPT and AC plug in?

President McConnell has presented CST:
4 buckets and see how the desired outcomes line up.
People, Impact, Innovation, Operations